CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
SKELDALE HOUSE SET NEW CONNECTING CORRIDOR
NEW BUILD PANTRY SET OFF SCULLERY
HESTON GARNGE KITCHEN
ANIMAL SHED ELEVATION
HESTON INTERIOR
DALBY INTERIOR

ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL S2 EP3
The brief for Series 2 was to build on themes from Series 1, developing the warmth and sense of community whilst enhancing characters
through the sets they inhabit.
The colour palette was inspired by home baking, featuring textured pattern and surfaces layered with polish and time. Inspired by the
paintings of Pieter de Hooch and Simon Palmer which celebrate the beauty of the ordinary. The design of the Skeldale set makes use of
frames within frames, long vistas which draw the eye into the frame, geometric tiled floors which knit the spaces together creating a
nave. Each room was designed with camera in mind to achieve long sight lines with multiple angles and framing opportunities.
We used original 1930s papers which served as a metaphor for the show; strong underlying structures overlaid with twisting organic
forms, represented the linear nature of the stone walls carving up the landscape of the Dales overlaid by the unpredictability of the
weather but also the characters’ attempts to create order in a world filled with chaos.
Using notes from director, execs and DOP in addition to areas I has identified for improvement, James Gray and I came up with a hit list
which included adding a garden to the main set build, tweaking some of the paint colours so they sat back further on camera plus adding
a couple of extra windows to the scullery to allow for more flattering lighting options. We developed the detail and richness of the
dressing in the Darrowby, adding new shops to the square to increase the scope for storytelling. Graphics was a big focus for
development with dozens more signs and advertising hoardings being added to reflect the archive research images of the time.
The new build for the Aldersons set was designed to highlight the no frills lifestyle of a working Dales farmhouse using layered
distemper finishes on bulging plastered walls and dressing with old dark wood furniture. The Dalbys set was about creating a poor but
cared for home where a woman’s pride and resilience was evident in the way she cared for her house.
James Gray my set dec has an innate understanding of my vision for the show. Critically he understands the characters and uses his
background as a standby art director to create a world rich in detail and historic accuracy whilst remaining faithful to the overarching
themes and palettes I’ve created.
(1967 characters incl. spaces)
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